Sparking
Audience Joy
with Content
Marketing
By Annie Leuman, TopRankMarketing.com

Joy is a powerful emotion—it signals happiness, triumph, and exuberance. And in a time
where delivering amazing, personalized experiences to our buyers is the new bar, we
need to commit to delighting our audience throughout their journey.
Here are a few top tips and considerations.

Don’t Make Them Wait for Joy
Delight your audience by getting to the point, making
it easy for them to capture inspiration and insight
early on. Look to your own online-reading experiences
to give you some perspective here.

Empathize By
Humanizing Your Brand
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Your customers, prospects, and target buyers are real
people. They want transparency and authenticity
from the brands they do business with both
professionally and personally. They want to work with
brands they feel like they know and trust.
Make your audience laugh.
Connect them with the insights of the people they
know, think they know, and trust.

Give Them Something
to Delight Their Senses
They say a picture is worth a thousand words. But so much
B2B content is still text-based today. Pictures, gifs, videos,
charts, and other visual aids can not only grab attention,
but they can also help you communicate ideas.

Become an Advocate With
Best Answer Content
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What does best-answer content look like? Our own
CEO, Lee Odden, says best-answer content
encompasses the following:
Speciﬁc, in-demand topic
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More valuable and useful than other sites
Credible
High quality
Engaging
Device friendly, accessible
Credible
Fast

Spark Joy.
Spark Audience Connections.
Your audience is hungry for information and connection
that informs, engages, and inspires. They want to satisfy
their queries, needs, and wants—they want joy. So give
them something to be joyful about.

To learn more about how to spark joy with your customers through
content marketing, visit TopRankMarketing.com

